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The more things change, the more they remain the same. Ask 
what this means and it is likely that there will be different 
interpretations depending on the person responding and their 

frame of reference.
Given that context is everything, one then wonders if this is a 

truism where Hong Kong is concerned. There is a school of thought 
that regards the SAR as mostly ‘running in circles’ despite the socio-
economic ups and downs since the handover. Cynics would most 
likely decry the sad state of affairs that have befallen Hong Kong, as it 
stagnates in the competitiveness stakes. 

Although such assertions may border on the dramatic, there 
is without doubt room for improvement. The Chamber has been 
working tirelessly to engage those in the corridors of power to 
enhance Hong Kong’s business environment. Every year, we go 
around the 20 Chamber committees to solicit views on issues 
for inclusion in the Chamber’s Policy Address and Budget 
recommendations to the Government. We also reach out to the 
general membership with the invitation to members to share their 
perspectives and opinions on what they believe the Government can 
do to maintain and enhance Hong Kong’s reputation as a place to 
live, work and do business. 

A world-class infrastructure, free flow of information, an educated 
workforce, a low and simple tax regime, the rule of law and our 
strategic location in Asia are some of the qualities that we often cite 
as Hong Kong’s comparative advantages. While it is true that we 
continue to stand out as a bastion of free enterprise, we are quickly 
losing our allure as our competitors up their game by investing more 
in human capital, simplifying their tax codes, cutting red-tape, and 
a slew of other initiatives all aimed at winning over international 
investors and business opportunities.  

Our submission this year continues to call for reforms to our 
labour market, grasping opportunities that will arise from the 
national 13th Five Year Plan and the Belt and Road initiative, 
promoting the development of fintech, start-ups and smart 
city proposals, introducing a progressive population policy to 
deal with our ageing population, as well as a rethink of our tax 
competitiveness. We have also expressed concerns over growing 
regulatory creep. Well-meaning but onerous policies such as the 
Competition Ordinance and the proposed standard working hours 
will surely chip away at our attractiveness as a business destination. 

We have to be vigilant in the face of an increasingly competitive 
landscape. In this regard, the Chamber stands ready to advice the 
Government and to engage with the community to strengthen Hong 
Kong’s competitiveness in the years to come. 

Avoiding Stagnation
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Last month the Legislative Council Finance Committee finally approved 
funding for the establishment of the Innovation and Technology Bureau 
(ITB) after three years of political wrangling in LegCo. The business 

community welcomes the decision, and hopes that the ITB will inject new 
vitality into Hong Kong’s economy and drive innovation, research and 
development. The bureau’s initiatives should also dovetail with the 13th Five-
Year Plan on innovation and technology development. 

I hope that the Government will offer tax incentives to encourage research 
and development, as well as help commercialize R&D projects, which would 
lift the economy and create new opportunities for young people to turn their 
creativity into a business.

Innovative technology is a driving force for many economies. However, 
Hong Kong invests just US$2 billion annually in R&D, which accounts for less 
than 1% of our GDP, far behind neighbouring economies such as Shenzhen 
(4%), Singapore and South Korea (2-3%).

Hong Kong’s universities, Science and Technology Parks, Cyberport, the 
upcoming MIT Hong Kong Innovation Node under the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, the rule of law and a robust intellectual property regime provide 
an ideal environment for R&D to flourish. Moreover, the formation of the 
ITB brings the previously fragmented decision making processes concerning 
innovation and technology policies under one roof. With everything 
centralized, drafting a blueprint for the coordinated development of innovation 
and technology in Hong Kong will be much simpler and effective.

Developing innovation and technology requires funding and talent. The 
Government should consider providing financial support to start-ups and 
small enterprises to help them transform their innovation and R&D ideas 
into marketable products and services. To tackle the talent shortage, the 
Government should introduce concrete measures to attract people to join the 
industry or to pursue studies in related disciplines. Statistics reveal that for 
every 1,000 people in Hong Kong, only 6.9 are willing to engage in research and 
development – far below 20 in Taiwan and 12 in Singapore.

As for bringing R&D products to market, I hope that the ITB will work 
closely with the business community and other organizations to facilitate 
technology transfers. The bureau should also align with the 13th Five-Year 
Plan’s focus on fostering innovation. 

ITB Will Benefit 
Hong Kong’s Economy





One of the pleasures of being the CEO of the Chamber is the 
opportunity to pick members’ brains on a wide spectrum of 
issues. I truly believe that the Chamber’s membership boasts 

some of the best and brightest minds in town. It is therefore always 
interesting to see what members have to say about how they have fared 
over the past months and their expectations going forward in our Annual 
Business Prospects Survey.

Given a tapering off in China’s economic growth and the continuing 
malaise in global markets, it is perhaps no surprise that the general 
outlook is one of caution. It is however encouraging to note an uplift in 
sentiment for 2017 with more than half of respondents being optimistic of 
a stronger economy then. In the meantime, businesses are expecting more 
headwinds from within and without.

As a small but open economy that is heavily dependent on trade, 
Hong Kong’s welfare, for the most part, is tied to the fortunes of its trading 
partners.  Unlike other jurisdictions, the amount of policy tools or levers 
available to the SAR is limited when it comes to coping with developments 
beyond its borders. However, we can do something about what happens at 
home, especially in ensuring that we continue to provide a world-class and 
business friendly environment for companies to operate in. It is therefore 
quite disconcerting to note that one of the findings from this year’s survey 
points to a growing sense of dissatisfaction with business conditions in 
Hong Kong. 

We cannot afford to shoot ourselves in the foot when our competitors are 
doing all they can to get ahead in the competitiveness stakes. Although 
we can take comfort in the fact that respondents continue to rate Hong 
Kong highly in the areas of rule of law, a simple and low tax regime and 
unfettered access to information, there is still much to do in terms of 
consolidating our strengths and addressing our shortcomings. 

For a more detailed report on the findings for this year’s Business 
Prospects Survey, please go to page 20. 

Businesses Expect 
a Tough Year Ahead
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Technology is expected to replace around half 
of all jobs by 2025. That might be good news 
in light of Hong Kong’s shrinking labour force 
and acute skills shortage, but what will become 

of workers heading for the museum? How will that 
change us as a society? Can we expect companies to 
become cold, automated operations void of any human 
interaction? How can schools prepare youngsters for 
the brave, new technology driven 2020s – assuming that 
they have a place in the future workforce? 

These were just a few of the challenges that business 
leaders and HR experts tried to answer at the Chamber’s 
recent closed-door CEO Manpower Conference, held 
under the banner: “The Future of Work.”

On the upside, IT advances are changing where, when 
and how people choose to work. For companies, tech-
nology also allows them to pick talent from the global 
talent pool, because people no longer need to be physi-
cally present in a company. Automation can also lower 
their headcount, and raise productivity at the same time. 

A study conducted by Goldman Sachs showed that 
60-70% of steps and procedures for an IPO can be 
replaced by machines, leaving the remaining 30-40% to 
be followed up with a human touch. 

“Companies can embrace technology to advance 
their businesses to make themselves more competi-
tive, more efficient and more innovative, so companies 
should not fear technology developments,” one of the 
conference speakers stressed. 

The Future 
of Work





Many employees, on the other hand, do fear IT 
advances, and for good reason. By 2025, over half of 
all occupations existing today will be redundant. From 
self-driving vehicles to carebots for the elderly to fully-
automated hotels, artificial intelligence will transform 
the way we live, work and play. 

That might sound like something from a science-fic-
tion novel set far in the future, but the process has been 
underway for some years. For example, the car manufac-
turing industry was transformed when robots were intro-
duced on production lines. We have been interacting with 
automated banking centers for years, and supermarkets 
are starting to follow suit by replacing cashiers with self-
service checkouts. Taxi drivers think they have problems 
with Uber, but they will soon need to contend with driv-
erless taxis as pilot programmes are underway. 

But just as Uber’s technology put the taxi profession 
in jeopardy, driverless cars will make Uber obsolete – 
even though it was only launched a few years ago. This 
clearly demonstrates the speed at which technology is 
advancing. It is also turning our traditional linear plan-
ning process on its head as new technologies make total 
nonsense of business plans. 

Nothing new
Change is nothing new, and not necessarily a bad 

thing. Throughout history, mankind has constantly 
dealt with change. The industrial revolution may have 
been the final nail in the coffin of cottage industries, but 
it was a major turning point in history, as almost every 
aspect of life was influenced in some way – generally for 
the better. The automobile replaced the horse and car-
riage, which was bad news for blacksmiths, but lead to a 
new profession, the car mechanic. 

Debunking Myths 

Whilst the Digital Age is dramatically changing ‘how’ 
we manage talent, the fundamentals of ‘what’ we do 
will remain very much the same in the future.

 Myth 1: the attitudes of most young people 
today are very different to those of young people 
in the 1970s.

 When we look at our teenage years, and drop outs 
like Bill Gates, Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg, 
youngsters today are not that different from those 
from the ‘70s & ‘80s. 

 Myth 2: the bosses of today recognise the needs 
of tomorrow’s senior leaders. 

 Bosses underestimate how the youth values the 
nature of work and quality of leadership. They 
overestimate the importance of remuneration and 
work life balance.

 
 Myth 3: technology is revolutionising the ways 

companies develop senior executives.
 Companies can design their own “live” case studies 

on the internet, but companies still prefer to send 
their senior staff overseas for company visits. 

 Myth 4: Generation-y?
 We have become almost obsessed with labelling and 

stereotyping age goups, but in the words of Deng 
Xiaoping: “It doesn’t matter if a cat is black or white, 
so long as it catches mice.”
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What is different today, however, is the speed at which 
changes are taking place, and the speed is only going to 
get faster, together with the way we live and work. 

“Everyone is going to have some new best robot 
friends in their life. One will be ‘Fixer,’ who is a robot 
who fixes things and does your housework. ‘Speedy’ 
will drive you from A to B, while ‘PA’ will schedule your 
meetings, book restaurants, organize parties, read the 
news to you … there is a danger you will talk to ‘PA’ 
more than your husband or wife,” one of the speakers 
projected. 

‘Fixer’ and ‘Speedy’ will be able to take care of mun-
dane, robotic work, as mechanical tasks become increas-
ingly automated. While technology will automate low-
skilled tasks, it will also level the playing field in business 
because small companies can leverage global networks, 
skills and clients from around the world. It will also cre-
ate transparency, because it can attract – or put off – tal-
ent who see companies that align with their ethics. 

“People’s decision to work at a company increasingly 
depends on the organization’s role in the community. So 
unless companies start considering this, then I believe 
they will not be around in 10 years’ time,” one of the 
speakers said.

Another speaker warned of even greater conse-
quences: “Unless companies pay attention to employees’ 
needs and wishes, they run the risk of not being able to 
find the talent they need, and their indifference could 
even result is social unrest.” 

What will a skilled employee look like?

Universities have traditionally prepared young people for 
work, but speakers suggested that a job which a student is 

training for today may not even exist in 10 years’ time. So skills 
that companies will be looking for will be broad and likely filled 
by liberal arts graduates.

“We need to rethink education, because universities and the 
business community are not engaging each other enough to 
equip people with the right skills. At our company, we have 
lowered the value that we place on employees having a degree, 
because we recognize the importance of different people’s 
skills,” one of the speakers at the Chamber’s CEO Manpower 
Conference said. 

As such, workplace training and life-long learning will be vital 
for companies to give employees the right skills they need to do 
the job. “The corporate world needs to be sure their staff’s skills 
are sustainable, because at the moment they are not.”

However, as contract and project-based contracts become 
more common, businesses can tap talent from around the world. 
People no longer have to be physically in the office, or even in 
Hong Kong. However, speakers felt that as we are a service 
economy, it is still important to attract talent to Hong Kong. 

“I think the most important aspect of attracting talent to come 
here is that they will be looking for a place to manifest their 
skills. They want to interact with other experts in their field. They 
want to be a part of the hub of expertise. So I think it is vitally 
important that we identify different aspects of what they want 
and how we attract and retain them.”



一般條款： 1. 電子支票服務將於 2015 年 12 月推出。2. 上述產品與服務受有關條款約束，詳情請參閱相關宣傳品或向分行職員查詢。  

3. 中國銀行（香港）有限公司（「中銀香港」）保留隨時修訂、暫停或取消上述產品與服務以及修訂有關條款的酌情權而毋須事先通知。  

4. 如有任何爭議，中銀香港保留最終決定權。 

企業客戶服務熱線 3988 2288 | www.bochk.com

中銀香港電子支票服務（企業）

一站式方案  無紙化收付新體驗
一站式方案：輕鬆透過網上銀行處理所有電子收付交易 

節省成本：減省大量人工處理實物支票的資源及郵寄實物支票的成本 

控制信譽風險：預設簽發電子支票，避免錯過付款 

高保安技術：電子支票簽發需有雙重認證及附有公鑰基礎設施(PKI)技術的電子印鑑 

多元化服務： 
‧提供電郵 / 電話短訊提示
‧經綜合報表完整追蹤電子支票的處理週期 
‧支援「賬戶餘額不足提示及自動重發電子本票」
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We have already seen mass protests by employees in 
major cities around the world, from workers in Europe 
protesting about job security, to factory workers in Asia 
protesting about working conditions and even fast food 
workers in the USA protesting about pay. 

Widening rich-poor divide
Many developed countries are being dogged by per-

sistently high unemployment and stagnant wages. While 
in developing countries, disparity of the Gini coef-
ficient ratio is increasing at an unsustainable rate, as 
technology, globalization and outsourcing leave seg-
ments of society behind. The challenge for society is 
what to do with them. 

Speakers suggested that employers should continu-
ally upgrade staffs’ skills to keep up with the changes 
rather than displacing them. Employers also need 
to value intellectual capital more than now, as well as 
rethink the demands being placed on employees. 

“We are in the generation of instant response, where 
if you do not reply to an email within five minutes peo-
ple get very upset with you. This has led to workplace 
stress and work related illness has increased at an alarm-
ing rate over the last decade,” one of the conference 
speakers said. “These in turn will lead to civil unrest, and 
political and social instability if we do not start looking 
at it seriously.”  

However, one speaker disagreed: “I do not buy into 
the idea of having a work-life balance. I believe there 
will be no work-life and private-life distinction going 
forward. The future of work is going to be 24-7 and pri-
vate life is also going to be 24-7.” 

Are we becoming slaves to technology? 

Organizations that succeed in the future will have a flexible 
workforce and access to a wide range of skills. “There will be 

a huge base of freelancers available in the labour market, and 
corporations can find the best people to do the best job at the 
cheapest rate for a short period of time over the web,” an IT 
expert told businesses attending the Chamber’s CEO Manpower 
Conference. 

Workers physically going into a building would bring their own 
devices to work in an office that was shared or rented on an 
hourly basis. The organization’s structure would be flatter and 
senior management can access database and useful information 
at the same time with the same speed as their line managers. 

While the future of companies and work sounds like 
collaborating on projects with people from all over the world, 
speakers believe companies may actually be smaller and SMEs 
could have an advantage with fewer layers of checks and balances. 

“I feel that technology is a tool rather than a threat to work and 
the workplace as we know it. When automation improves 
productivity and reduces costs, more demand will be generated, 
which would lead to the company having to hire more labour,” 
one speaker said. 

Interestingly, not a single speaker at the conference mentioned 
the importance of employees building up relationships with clients. 
The advantages of a well-oiled office of team players was also 
ignored. Instead, business would be driven by the bottom line and 
availability of freelancers to deliver on time. 

Such cold, clinical business ideas fly in the face of the growing 
trend of people looking for a complete experience package rather 
than buying a simple product or service at the lowest price. 
Technological driven businesses would also seem to be 
extinguishing innovation, and technology itself, is in danger of 
numbing interaction among people and communication, which is 
where innovation and ideas stem from. 

“With the advent of new technology, people are glued to their 
smart phones. We are also working 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. Shouldn’t we be looking for ways to control it and retain a 
balance between work and life? Or is it now a way of life that we 
are unable to resist?” a member of the audience asked.







Scan here to view 
more Japan Sailings!

9/10Days Hokkaido

Tokyo (Yokohama), Japan | Akita, Japan | Aomori, Japan | 
Sakaiminato, Japan | Busan, South Korea | Kanmon Straits, Japan | 

Kochi, Japan | Tokushima, Japan | Tokyo (Yokohama), Japan

11Days Circle Japan with Summer Festivals

Date: 4Aug �is sailing will feature 
4 summer festivals!

Date: 24Jun | 8Jul | 25Jul        | 31Aug | 25Sep 2016

*Only 25Jul sailing will call to Sapporo (Muroran), Japan, this is a 10Days sailing 
  and will feature Japan summer festivals.
  Port order may vary.

Mini Suite
HKD24,173

HKD16,380

Suite
HKD43,673

HKD34,242

Mini Suite
HKD30,803

HKD28,860

Suite
HKD51,473

HKD40,560

Offer in Japan Sailings 2016Offer in Japan Sailings 2016

A cruise isn’t good enough unless we come back new!A cruise isn’t good enough unless we come back new!

Special Mini Suites / Suites Offer
for Selected Japan Sailings 2016
Special Mini Suites / Suites Offer
for Selected Japan Sailings 2016

Onboard Credits Up to USD300 (per cabin)

Specialty Dining for two

1

3

2

Up to 70% off

Diamond
Princess

One Bottle of Champagne

Tokyo (Yokohama), Japan | Kushiro, Japan | Shiretoko 
Peninsula(Scenic Cruising), Japan | Korsakov, Russia | 
Otaru, Japan | Sapporo (Muroran)*, Japan | Hakodate, 

Japan | Aomori, Japan | Tokyo (Yokohama), Japan

Selected Sailings will feature summer festivals.
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A sharp reminder of how difficult some businesses 
are finding the weak economy is clearly seen in the 
36.2% of respondents who are either not planning to 
increase staff pay in the next 12 months, and may even 
have to cut pay. 

Government’s performance
When asked about their level of satisfaction with the 

performance of the Government, respondents’ views 
were similar to last year’s results. However, there were 

Businesses are not optimistic about Hong Kong’s eco-
nomic outlook for the coming year, and concerns 
are rising about the city’s competitiveness, accord-

ing to findings of the Chamber’s Business Prospects Survey. 
The 408 respondents in this year’s survey predict 

economic growth to be modest in 2016, with 48.4% of 
companies expecting Hong Kong’s economy to grow 
0-2%, while 44.2% expect GDP to grow 2-4%. Their 
low expectations reflect the slowing economic growth in 
Mainland China, the unbalanced economic recovery in 
developed economies and slowing domestic demand in 
Hong Kong. 

Members’ expectations are in line with our own forecast, 
as we expect Hong Kong’s economy to grow 2-3% in real 
terms in 2016. Our base-case scenario of 2.5% real GDP 
growth assumes domestic economic activities to decline 
moderately in 2016 and external demand to stabalize after 
the second quarter in 2016. Respondents are slightly more 
optimistic further afield, with over half of the respondents 
(55.3%) expecting growth to be over 2% in 2017. 

Modest inflation
As for inflation, the majority of respondents (84.6%) 

expect inflation to be higher than 2% in 2016 – which 
coincides with our own forecast of 2.5% – while the major-
ity of those respondents expect inflation to be between 
2-4% (49.2%) and 4-6% (29.7%). With the U.S. Federal 
Reserve expected to raise the interest rate in December, 
the Hong Kong dollar is expected to stay firm and, thus, 
imported inflation should be controlled, which means we 
can expect the low inflationary environment to continue. 

Businesses’ conservative economic outlook will affected 
salary adjustments. A total of 62.5% of the respondents 
said they had adjusted staff pay (61.5% upward and 1% 
downward) in the last 12 months. Most (40.9%) of the 
pay rises were below 5%, while only 17.9% of respond-
ents said they increased employees’ base pay by more than 
5% in the previous 12 months, a significant decline from 
21.4% in 2014. For 2016, a total of 51.7% and 10.8% of 
respondents said they plan to increase employees’ base 
pay by “lower than 5%” and “5-10%,” respectively, com-
pared to 49.2% and 17.8% in 2014’s survey. 



Business Prospects 
for the Next 12 months

notable declines (over 3%) in the number of businesses 
who are “very satisfied” about Hong Kong’s business 
environment, education and training, and the low cor-
ruption environment. 

A competitive and predictable business environ-
ment is the cornerstone of Hong Kong’s success. Our tax 
regime continues to be perceived as the most satisfac-
tory element of doing businesses in Hong Kong, with 
64.6% of the respondents saying they are “very satisfied” 
with it (scoring 8, 9, or 10 on a 10-point scale). The low 
tax rate and the simple tax regime continues to make 
Hong Kong one of the most competitive international 
financial and business centres in the region. As usual, 
the city’s legal and regulatory system (57%) and the free 
flow of information (49.1%) came in as the second and 
third most satisfied qualities in Hong Kong.

Nevertheless, rising concerns among businesses in cer-
tain areas caught our attention. Respondents indicated 
that they are becoming less satisfied with the cost of doing 
business in Hong Kong, with 28.9% saying they are “very 

unsatisfied” (scoring of 1-3) with it, comparing to 23.8% 
in last year’s survey. Their concerns could be attributed to 
insufficient office supply and rising costs of compliance, 
among other reasons. 

In order to improve Hong Kong’s business environ-
ment, more attention should be given to the city’s physical 
infrastructure, the efficiency of civil service, and the qual-
ity of life. Respondents are becoming increasingly dissatis-
fied with these aspects of the city’s business environment, 
reflected by the pickup of the “very unsatisfied” responses. 

Increasing Hong Kong’s competitiveness is no simple 
task, but is badly needed, as our competitors are catching 
up. In recent years, many Asian cities have become highly 
competitive, with their eyes fixed on stealing our status 
as the region’s leading financial and business centre. This 
is particularly true for Singapore, where some 78.2% of 
all respondents believe that the country is generally more 
competitive than Hong Kong. The message is clear: we 
cannot just continue business as usual, or we will be left 
behind. 



February 2016 Exams: Current & final enrolment period
for EARLY-BIRD DISCOUNT ends 31 DEC 2015

Candidates can use the designation
“certified FCRP™” awarded by IPMA of UK upon:

Passing 2 levels of online exams,
Fulfilment of qualification requirements, and 
Approval by IPMA/PTI

First 50 enrolees of the FOUNDATION LEVEL ONLINE EXAM: 
     Additional 10% discount for The FCRP™ Programme

ENROLMENT FEE on first-come-first-served basis

For enquiries: info@the-pti.com / Tel.: 3511-9288    PTI’s website: www.the-pti.com
IPMA’s website: http://ipma.co.uk

ENROL NOW

(Note: FCRP™ is a pure distance learning course, and therefore not subject to 
registration requirements in HK.)

Importance of Funding for a Company & the Economy
 According to a research on UK by The European Commission, 
“access to finance being increasingly pointed out as the main 
reason preventing business success”. PTI has also seen how lack 
of funding has turned companies from potential champions to losers 
in its business.(1)

 Access to funding is not only quintessential for companies, but which 
may also potentially contribute towards economic growth, through 
encouraging innovation, investments, export, jobs creation etc. (2) 

The  Financing & Capital Raising ProfessionalTM 
(FCRPTM) Programme 
 The FCRPTM Programme is a very practical pure distance learning 
course on raising bank financing, private equity, issuing bonds, 
and IPO, and is developed by/based on experiences  of  banking 
executives, investment bankers, and private equity professionals etc. 
Part of the FCRPTM curriculum also covers U.S, China, U.K., Europe 
& HK.(3)

 The  FCRPTM Programme  is offered by PTI Professional 
Development Ltd. and awarded by The International Professional 
Managers’ Association of UK. 

International Professional Managers’ Association (IPMA), UK
 IPMA  is an  international examining, licensing and regulatory 
professional body, and collaborates with various business partners in 
offering trainings for CEOs, executive trainings, leadership trainings, 
specialist trainings, international conferences, global conferences, and 
other professional trainings etc. in Europe, UK, France, Beijing, 
Shanghai, HK, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam etc.    
 For instance, the upcoming "Learning & Development World 
Congress 2016" in Singapore is jointly organised by EQUIP-GLOBAL 
and IPMA etc., with speakers from corporations around the world, like 
Dell, Hilton, Cigna, Google, 3M, Deutsche Bank, American 
Express, eBay, AIG, McCann Worldgroup, Manulife, Pfizer, 
Mitsubishi Corp., AXA, Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine, Standard 
Chartered Bank, DBS Bank, Jones Lang LaSalle, ANZ Bank etc.(4)

Professional Designation & Membership
 Upon passing 2 levels of online exams, fulfilment of qualification 
requirements, and subject to approval, you would become a “certified 
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The biggest challenge facing Hong Kong businesses is around 
their cash flow, with four out of ten respondents identifying this 
as their greatest challenge. This was followed by Government 

Regulation (28 percent), macro-economic conditions (25 percent) 
and disruptions from new markets (19 percent).    

In order to remain competitive, companies focused on people, 
digital marketing and social media as key strategies. Connectivity, 
say Hong Kong businesses, is the way to stay ahead. 

“From this first American Express CFO Future Proofing Survey in 
Hong Kong, we understand that overall, mid-sized companies think 
they can maintain their competitive advantage in the next 3-5 years,” 
said Mr Stephen Pendergast, Vice President and General Manager 
of Global Corporate Payments for Hong Kong and Taiwan, American 
Express International Inc.

The Survey also showed that the role of the CFO has changed 
significantly, and is now much more strategic. 89 percent of Hong 
Kong CFOs say future proofing is a core responsibility, while another 
10 percent say they are leading from the front. 

American Express Global Corporate Payments division offers a suite of B2B and T&E payment solutions that help organisations streamline processes and 
transform them into opportunities for savings, control and efficiency. American Express can help your organisation increase working capital flexibility and 
strengthen relationships with suppliers.

For more information, visit us at business.americanexpress.com/hk

Are You 
Future-Proof 
Ready?

19%28% 25%

89%

10%

Increasingly, the “F” in CFO is for “Future.”
For Hong Kong businesses, their people are seen as a key asset. 
Service is at the heart, and people are regarded as the most 
competitive feature of the organizations. 36 percent say human 
capital is their area of greatest investment for the future.

Asked to nominate the most competitive features of their 
organizations, customer service ranked first, the know-how and skills 
of the people was second, with product and service differentiation third.

“Thankfully, I think Hong Kong people understand service really 
well, and that is the heart of our business,” said the CFO of a Hong 
Kong retailer. 

Hong Kong’s location delivers the advantage of proximity to Mainland 
China for sales, and for supply chain, while Hong Kong’s transparent 
open market and rule of law are still seen as a key advantage.

On the downside, commercial rent and accommodation are still at 
the top of the list of concerns, while volatility in the Chinese economy 
is also creating uncertainty. 

Given the outcome of the survey, the message for Hong Kong 
businesses is that the right move is to control what is controllable. 
Corporates need to adapt to the ever-changing macro-environment, 
while at the same time optimizing the use of capital and controlling 
operational expenses.

 To view the full insights from the whitepaper, please visit 
americanexpress.com.hk/future-proofing.
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The Chief Executive recently declared that the Gov-
ernment should adopt an “appropriately proac-
tive” approach in its policies. Obviously there are 

areas where the Government could articulate its vision 
more clearly and provide clear direction on what it aims 
to achieve. The Chamber believes that policy support can 
play an important role in fostering a favourable and pre-
dictable business environment to facilitate our long-term 
economic development. To help the Administration focus 
on pressing issues and also map out a long-term strategy, 
the Chamber recently presented its proposals for inclusion 
in the Chief Executive’s upcoming Policy Address and also 
the Financial Secretary’s Budget. Following is a summary 
of the key points. Members can read the full submission on 
the Chamber’s website. 

1. Long-term Vision and Opportunities
 Foster a favourable and predictable business environ-

ment to facilitate our long-term economic develop-
ment via “appropriately proactive” initiatives.

 Follow up opportunities: 13th Five-Year-Plan, Belt and 
Road strategy, Smart City, start-ups (fintech), regional 
treasury centre/ IP trading/ aircraft leasing hub, and 
international arbitration centre.

2. Two-tiered Profits Tax System
 Reduce the rate imposed on the first $2 million of tax-

able profits to 10%.
 Remaining profits, if any, would be taxed at the stand-

ard rate of 16.5%. 
 All taxpaying businesses will benefit, 78,000 of whom 

are SMEs.
 In 2013-14, the implied revenue foregone if a two tiered 

tax system were implemented would be about $4.7 billion.
 Japan, Malaysia, Thailand and China have similar tax 

schemes to help SMEs.

3. Progressive Population Policy
 The expected aging population and dwindling labour 

force require a more overarching and progressive popula-
tion policy addressing the issues of labour supply, talent 
development, healthcare, retirement planning, immigra-
tion policy and housing. The Chamber proposes:

 Developing a talent-focused immigration policy.
 Introducing more large-scale sector-specific labour 

importation initiatives to replace the ineffective 
enhanced Supplementary Labour Scheme.

4. Comprehensive Regulatory Impact Assessment 
(RIA)

 A rigorous and comprehensive RIA analysis of new and 
existing regulations and legislations, covering not only 
intended results but also unintended consequences. 

 Over-regulation adds compliance costs to businesses’ 
burden, undermines their flexibility and damages our 
long-term competitiveness.

 The Government could take reference of the U.K. 
Government’s “one in, two out” mechanism. Their 
approach is for every pound of compliance cost 
incurred by a new business regulation, at least two 
pounds of cost must be saved for businesses through 
revising or removing other regulations.

5. Standard Working Hours
 The Chamber supports the proposed approach of speci-

fying clearly working hours, overtime arrangements and 
overtime payment in employment contracts. 

 Adopting standard working hours will undermine 
flexibility for businesses to adapt to market changes 
and sabotage our long-term competitiveness.

 In today’s tight labour market, employees have the 
freedom of choice to switch jobs when unsatisfied 
with employment terms. We should allow supply and 
demand to work in Hong Kong’s free market economy.



Sustainable Development

6. MPF Offsetting
 A proper regulatory impact assessment should be 

conducted on the impact of abolishing the MPF off-
setting arrangement on employers, the business envi-
ronment and the economy.

 The current debate goes against the promise that 
the Government made to businesses to continue the 
ongoing offsetting mechanism before the implemen-
tation of MPF.

 Abolishing the offsetting arrangement will impose a 
double burden on employers, especially SMEs whose 
limited cash flow may force them to close down.

 The Government should conduct a comprehensive 
review of the entire MPF system, including its fees 
and returns, instead of singling out the offsetting 
mechanism for adjustment.

7. Honing Our Competitiveness 
 Put forward proactive measures to improve air qual-

ity and waste management to establish a sustainable 
environment.

 Attract more multinational corporations to set up 
regional headquarters in Hong Kong, and ensure there 
are enough international school places for children of 
incoming families and an affordable international cur-
riculum with English as the primary teaching medium.

 Develop the domestic bond market through employing 
debt financing to fund major infrastructural projects.

 Set up a sovereign wealth fund, which together with 
the continued development of offshore RMB busi-
ness in Hong Kong, will further strengthen our role 
as the largest offshore RMB market and regional 
financial centre.

 Eliminate commercial DSD, which has been adversely 
affecting business costs, expansion plans and invest-
ment decisions.

 Develop a long-term plan as well as immediate meas-
ures to boost our attractiveness as a tourist destination.

 Review the stakeholder engagement process to ensure 
that genuine two-way communication is maintained 
throughout and stakeholders’ views and concerns are 
considered and integrated in final policy decisions. 







When it comes to the issue of fraud, bribery and 
corruption risks, executives and boards in the 
Asia-Pacific region have been served a wake-

up call that the issue is far more wide reaching than sim-
ply financial and reputational loss. Employees are now 
rating ethical practices as important in their willingness 
to work for or stay at a company – meaning organisations 
could be faced with new challenges in the war for talent.

EY’s Asia-Pacific Fraud Survey 2015 entitled: “Fraud 
and corruption – driving away talent?” found that 
employees are prepared to vote with their feet when it 
comes to speculation over fraud, with 78% of respond-
ents in the Asia-Pacific region claiming that if an 
organization was involved in bribery and corruption, 
they would be unwilling to work for it. This was even 
more pronounced in the under 25s, where 86% of such 
respondents said if a company acted unethically, they 
would look for other employment opportunities.

These findings come at a time when we know com-
panies are already struggling to recruit and retain skilled 
employees. A third of respondents to a recent regional 
survey undertaken by Heidrick & Struggles said they 
were not confident that they would be able to attract 
and retain the right talent in the next two years. So for 
companies who put talent at the heart of their success, 
the effect of unethical business practises on attracting 
the right people will be a major issue that they will need 
to address urgently.

While companies are struggling to attract and retain 
talent, speculation has been growing regarding fraud, 
bribery and corruption. Regulators across the world 
have been cracking down on companies attempting to 
defraud stakeholders. We have seen continuing finan-
cial scandals, such as the foreign exchange and interest 
rate setting scandals. As regards corruption, the most 
far reaching enforcement actions up to now have been 
in respect of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practises Act, 
where U.S. authorities have collected more than US$3 
billion in fines since 2010. But the issue of enforcement 
is more than just global – we are now witnessing more 
local enforcement of regulations across Asia-Pacific. For 
example China’s President Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption 
crackdown has forced companies doing business there 
to take anti-bribery measures seriously as companies 
with links to corrupt practices are being held account-
able for their actions as well as being thrust into the 
media spotlight.

Yet despite many Asia-Pacific companies address-
ing the issue of fraud, bribery and corruption risks, 
employees in the EY survey still believe that their local 
management is likely to act unethically during difficult 
times. Some 40% of respondents had seen a colleague 

who acted unethically being promoted and a quarter of 
respondents believe their colleagues do not comply with 
their organization’s code of conduct.

Although more companies in the Asia Pacific are 
adopting policies and procedures that ought to prevent 
unethical practices from happening, the survey found 
that these policies and procedures are still not embed-
ded in a company’s “business as usual.” One in two 
respondents believe their organization’s anti-bribery 
policies are neither relevant nor effective.

Worryingly whistleblowing, which is an important 
tactic for detecting fraud, is not being fully embraced 
in the Asia Pacific. Whilst the survey showed a slight 
increase in organizations adopting whistleblowing hot-
lines, there was a dramatic drop in those respondents 
willing to use them; from 81% in 2013 to 53% this year. 
Employees tell us that they are deterred from making 
whistleblowing reports because of insufficient legal 
protection and the lack of confidentiality, leading to a 
risk of retaliation. Employers need to make sure whistle-
blowers feel confident that their reports will be dealt 
with in a transparent and confidential manner.



demonstrate to their employees that efforts are made to 
properly assess third parties, not just to ensure they have 
policies, but to identify any ‘red flags’ that signal weak-
ness or the possibility for illegal conduct.

So what if a company fails to implement policies and 
loses the trust of employees for unethical behaviour, will 
your top talent really walk out of the door? If it came 
down to the wire and employees who have a family rely-
ing on their wage to put food on the table, would they all 
walk? Maybe not, but in a market that is facing a war on 
talent, public disgrace from being involved in a fraud, 
bribery or corruption scandal will add to the existing 
difficulties to attract and retain employees.

The link between ethics and talent retention intro-
duces a major new benefit to fraud and corruption man-
agement – running an ethical business is now central to 
talent retention; compliance should no longer be seen as 
a cost, but as a competitive advantage and critical to the 
strategy for success. What we know is that many com-
panies have a lot of work to do and the sooner that they 
start preparing, the easier that it will be in the long run 
to ensure they win the war on talent. 

Talent & Ethics

To ensure that employees have confidence in the eth-
ics of a business, CEOs and boards need to look at the 
issue from all aspects – embedding strong leadership, vis-
ibly living the values of the company, and up-to-date and 
well-enforced internal control policies and procedures. As 
a priority, organizations should review their current fraud 
prevention approaches through this new lens – paying 
particular attention to ethics in the work environment 
and instituting a robust, anti-fraud framework. Compli-
ance reviews need to be made more sustainable by intelli-
gent use of company’s data, including using forensic data 
analysis, to focus valuable resources on high risk issues.

In the Asia-Pacific region, one such high risk area is 
around third parties, including joint venture partners, 
distributors, agents and vendors. It would appear com-
panies are overconfident in managing the fraud, brib-
ery and corruption risks associated with third parties, 
despite regulators on-going scrutiny on the involvement 
of third parties in corrupt practices. To defend them-
selves against third party transgressions, companies 
need to be able to undertake robust due diligence pro-
cedures on entering into relationships. Companies must 
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HeterMedia embraces change 
as a way to grow its business and 

benefit its customers and employees, 
writes staff reporter Ivy Wong 

Keeping Pace 
with Change

Company: HeterMedia Services Ltd
HKGCC Membership No.: HKH0814
Established: 1992
Website: http://www.hetermedia.com
Telephone: (852) 21211555



HeterMedia started out as a small printing business in 
1992, employing around 30 staff. Despite fierce com-
petition from other printers in Hong Kong and Main-

land China, the company has expanded steadily over the years 
and now employs 170 staff. 

Walter Tse puts the company’s success down to his staff. “Our 
most important asset is our people. They work to overcome 
obstacles and make sure our customers are happy,” he explained. 

Tse has over 20 years’ experience in the printing field and 
decided to join HeterMedia 10 years ago after graduating from 
Newport University with an MBA specializing in Total Quality 
Management. As the company’s Executive Vice Chairman, he 
oversees the overall operation of the business, which special-
izes in customized integral info-logistics services. 

From its modest beginnings, the company has invested in 
technology to help it expand its services from just printing 
into a one-stop solution provider, offering everything from 
financial document printing to e-books and webcasts. 

“Our greatest strength is our dedicated and talented team, 
who enable us to deliver best-in-class products and services. 
We understand the importance of experience, trust, precision 
and security – they are the foundations on which we have built 
true partnerships with our clients,” explained Tse. 

The mission of the company is to deliver quality services 
while meeting the ever-changing demands of their clients with 
its ‘CARE’ philosophy: Confidentiality, Accuracy, Reliability, 
and Ease of Mind.

Tse hopes their CARE service package will help the com-
pany remain competitive locally as well as enable it to expand 
further internationally to London and New York.

While upgrading the technology that the company uses 
is straight forward, persuading staff to embrace change and 
adapt a new way of working can take time. 

“Most people perceive change differently and there is no 
one solution that fits everyone, so the first thing we always do 
is educate staff why we are making changes so that they can 
get their minds around the changes,” he explained. “For exam-
ple, in the past 20 years, the Internet has had a revolutionary 
impact on many aspects of our lives and behavior. People can 
now easily access information from the Internet. Information 
also spreads instantly, so we have to keep up with develop-
ments in this ever-changing world.”

Many employers complain about the high turnover rate in 
their companies, but Tse said employers also have to change 
their mindset about today’s employees, who have different val-
ues, needs and desires from previous generations. 

“I often hear negative things being said about the working 
attitude of people born in the ‘80s and ‘90s, but I think that 
this segment of the workforce is bringing more creativity to 
businesses,” he said. 

To help his staff grow and remain interested in their job, 
employees can rotate to work in different offices, such as 

Shanghai, Beijing, or Taiwan to experience more about mar-
kets around the greater China region. 

“Work should not be the only thing in your life, which is 
why we are discussing with our staff about a 44-hour week 
work plan. This will allow them to manage their own working 
schedule and choose how and where they would like to work 
as we understand not everyone likes working the whole day in 
the office,” he said. 



After years of isolation, Iran is opening its door 
to the Western world. The country’s reformist 
President, Hassan Rouhani, wants to reach out to 

the West and end the sanctions that have crippled the 
economy. Western governments see an end to sanctions 
as a huge opportunity to inject much needed vitality 
into their economies, as Iran badly needs investment in 
everything from airports to roads to hotels and every-
thing in between.  

Some companies have been doing business with Iran 
throughout the sanctions regime. It was inconvenient, 
but not that hard, although a few have had their fingers 
burned, including global banks Deutsche Bank, BNP 
Paribas and Credit Agricole. Mainland Chinese busi-
nesses have been happily cooperating for years. 

“The Chinese have been doing business with Iran, 
because I think they genuinely wanted to help stop Iran 
from collapsing, but also because they could get access 
to cheap fuel,” said Behzad Mirzaei, Senior Partner of 
Basio Consultants & Services Ltd. “After the sanctions 
are lifted, I expect the Mainland will still be the main 
investor, but most importantly for Iranian businesses, 
also the most trusted.” 

Money to spend 
China-Iran trade was estimated to be US$44 bil-

lion last year. There is plenty of room to grow as Iran’s 
US$406 billion economy offers immense opportunities. 
But Chinese businesses will soon have more competi-
tion as their European peers are poised to sign lucrative 
deals. American firms, however, may still have to wait.  
Even if the U.S. Congress agrees to lift sanctions related 
to Iran’s nuclear programme, sanctions related to 
human rights will still prohibit U.S. firms from engaging 
in business in Iran. 

On the economic front, Iran is seen as one of the last 
major economic frontiers. It is home to around 78 mil-
lion people, many of whom are young, well educated and 
eager to snap up the latest fashions and technologies. After 
36 years of embargos, there is huge pent up demand in 
the country. There is also an enormous need to upgrade 
the country’s creaking infrastructure. For example, air 
travel in Iran makes even hardened air travelers’ nervous, 
as the average age of planes is 23 years old and embargos 
mean spare parts are not always available. 

President Rouhani announced that he hopes to turn 
Tehran into a key air hub for the region, and plans to 
build airports across the country. He also reportedly 
plans to order 400 new aircraft, which is a dream come 
true for Airbus and Boeing. 

“Everyone will benefit from the lifting of sanctions. 
I think it will also help bring stability to the region. You 

After 36 years of embargos, 
the third-largest economy in 
the Middle East is hungry for 
business and development

could say Iran is in the middle of the fire of troubles in the 
Middle East, but the country itself has been stable, said 
Behzad, who advises companies on doing business in Iran. 

He is also optimistic that Iran can play an important 
point along China’s planned Belt & Road initiative. 

“Since the time of Ancient Persia, it has always played 
an important role in the flow of trade in the region, as 
well as between the East and the West. That is why I 
think Iran can be not just part of the Belt & Road route, 
but also a very important junction along this new Silk 
Road as well as along the Maritime Road,” he said. 

Learning the language of business
Many Iranian businesses still do deals based on a firm 

handshake – after calling a few of your customers or sup-
pliers – and do not bother with contract law, dispute reso-
lution or arbitration. Moreover, after years of living in a 
hostile environment, mismanagement, corruption, etc., 



Iran Opening

Iranian businesspeople have adopted their own way of 
doing things, which can cause challenges for the uniniti-
ated as they are not the international business norms.

“Iranians are very fast learners, and are always looking 
for opportunities to make good money. However, they 
treat business like a soccer game in that if they do not win, 
then they lose. We educate them that business is not like 
that. It is a game in which both sides need to win, to have 
some benefit, through mutual agreement,” he said. 

Past government policies killed off much of the coun-
try’s entrepreneurial spirit. Even today, business policies 
are unclear. The BBC reported in early November that 
police closed down a restaurant under the Turkish fran-
chise called Halal KFC, as they thought it was a branch 
of the U.S. fast food giant Kentucky Fried Chicken. The 
closure was also thought to be in response to concerns 
amongst hardliners about growing Western influences 
in Iran as relations with countries improve.

Bezhad believes that the business climate is improving, 
but change will obviously not come overnight. He said 
President Rouhani has done a great job in normalizing 
relations with the international community, but normal-
izing business and cultural norms will take longer as there 
is a steep learning curve for businesses to climb. 



Despite these challenges, Iranian businesses very 
rarely default on a deal, and if they do, it is often a result 
of a link in the chain breaking. 

“There is a saying in Iran: ‘payment can come early or 
late, but it can never burn’ which you hear everywhere. 
Basically, it means people will always try to honour their 
commitments.”  

Opportunities for Hong Kong businesses
As Iran has the second largest gas reserves in the 

world, and 4th largest oil reserves, opportunities for 
energy and oil-based products are huge. State-owned 
companies generally control the energy sector, but its 17 
refineries also produce a lot of oil byproducts. It is also 
rich in natural resources, including coal, chromium, 
copper, iron ore, lead, manganese, zinc and sulphur. 

While energy and natural resources are the domain 
of specialized multinationals, Behzad feels there is still 
room for Hong Kong SMEs to benefit from the opening 
of the country. 

“Basically Iran needs everything from fitted kitchens 
to logistics services to goods and services. Hong Kong 
can play a strategic role, especially with our good repu-
tation and experience in doing businesses internation-
ally and with the Mainland,” he said. “But businesses 
shouldn’t go too fast and should do their homework, as 
a conservative approach is always the best role for busi-
nesses to follow.”

Tourism
Iran is home to thousands of unique historic and 

cultural treasures, largely unseen by not only West-
ern eyes, but also Iranians. Its rich Persian history and 
importance as a major junction along the ancient Silk 
Road stems from the vastness of the country, from the 
mountains and Caspian Sea in the north to the deserts 
in the interior and the Gulf in the south. Its best known 
tourist destination is Esfahan, where ancient mosques, 
vivid blue tiles, ornate mosaics, and beautiful minarets 
is everyone’s image of Persian history. 

Iran’s Vice President for tourism, Masoud Soltanifar, 
was quoted saying after the nuclear agreement that, “No 
other industry in Iran will see a bigger boost than tour-
ism as the result of this deal.” 

In October, Iran started to issue 30-day visas for 
tourists from 58 countries upon arrival at its airports. 
However, the flood of tourists entering the country has 
resulted in visitors having to queue for hours to apply 
for their visa on arrival. Consequently, Behzad recom-
mends that visitors still apply for their visa at the Ira-
nian Consulate General in Hong Kong ahead of their 
trip to avoid the long queues. 





A photo exhibition at the Maritime Museum 
explores the beauty and diversity 

of Victoria Harbour 

Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong’s original reason for 
existence, later became a great port and trading 
city. Today the shipping has moved westwards 

to Kwai Chung, yet the harbour remains central to the 
SAR’s prosperity. The harbour is also much more than 
that, for its scenic grandeur, changes and activity make it 
Hong Kong’s most loved area: a place of family and per-
sonal experiences, events and memories. For the tour-
ists who visit Hong Kong, witnessing the harbour’s life is 
always a highlight. This exhibition by professional pho-
tographers Rogan Coles and Nicholas Kitto will show all 
these aspects.

The photographs, planned and taken for this exhibi-
tion, have not been published or exhibited before. Their 
range of subjects, documentary impact, compositions 
and luminous light will draw viewers into the harbour’s 
sights, aiming to embed its scenes in their minds.  

The exhibition’s title – ‘Harbour, City, Sky’ – reflects 
the grandeur of the harbour, with its waters and the sky 
framing the foreshore urban districts. The exhibition 

Harbour, City, Sky: 
Photographs of

Victoria 
Harbour







presents over 30 photographs showing every aspect of 
the harbour: foreshores, promenades, views of the city 
from the harbour, tourist areas, recreation along the 
foreshore, ships, ferries, and the variety of small craft. 
Says exhibition curator Edward Stokes, “Despite the 
harbour’s history, and its importance to the economy, 
tourism and people’s sense of belonging, this is the first 
photo show to focus on Victoria Harbour.” 

This seems an extraordinary omission, for it was 
the harbour, the deepest, most sheltered, and yet most 
easily accessible anchorage on the China coast, that led 
to Hong Kong’s establishment as a trading port and a 
British colony. Today, profound change has occurred 
around the harbour – and Hong Kong the colony is 
now the HKSAR... Yet, without Victoria Harbour, Hong 
Kong would be – unimaginable.

As the exhibition images show, Victoria Harbour is 
a multi-faceted gem. As always, cargo ships remain its 
lifeblood – but passenger ships, now mostly cruise lin-
ers, are a major part of its ocean-going traffic. The Pearl 
River Delta, with its multitude of river lighters, barges 
and tugs, adds a further dimension. Then there are the 
ferries! Few other harbours have as many: crabwise, 
swept by tides, crossing the harbour, heading off to the 
outlying island ferries, skimming off to Macao and the 
PRD ports. 

Despite these positives, the harbour faces two issues 
that many believe Hong Kong has mismanaged: well 
thought out, balanced reclamation, and making the 
foreshore areas attractive and accessible. Very large rec-
lamations that were initiated in the mid-1990s caused 
widespread disquiet, with concerns that the grand, 
wide sweep of the eastern and western harbour reaches 
would become a mere ‘river.’ That was over-stating the 
case, but Hong Kong was wise to act as it then did, to 
stop further reclamation. At the same time, increasing 
numbers of people, and the business community, urged 
making the harbour foreshores much pleasanter places 
for people.  

Doing so will benefit tourists and local life alike. Hap-
pily, even if at present primarily led by the private devel-
opers, the harbour environs are taking on more attrac-
tive aspects – as some of Rogan Coles’ best photos show. 
Hong Kong’s Harbourfront Commission, an exhibition 
partner, is urging the process of change forward as fast as 
the situation allows. Seeking input locally and overseas, 
and learning from the best aspects of iconic harbours 
worldwide, the commission has the long-term objective 
of leading the creation of a world-class harbourfront. 
The exhibition’s photos highlight why this is such a valu-
able task. For, without any doubt, Victoria Harbour is 
Hong Kong’s single most-memorable feature. 









In a fast-paced city like Hong Kong, 
people long for a relaxing lifestyle. I am 
often envious of the French, who I see 

on my trips to Paris, enjoying life with a 
cup of coffee and steak tartare at a sidewalk 
cafe. So when I saw Maison Es, located at 
the heart of Wan Chai, I thought that is 
just what stressed out office zombies need. 

Run by Esther Sham, the restaurant 
serves modern French cuisine in a vin-
tage-inspired decor. From the concept, 
decor, menu and food, Maison Es, which 
stands for "Esther's home," invites diners 
into a relaxing Parisian experience.

A Wonderful Way of Life
Like the French, Hong Kong 
has a similar love affair 
with food, but we need to 
emulate their lifestyle too, 
writes staff reporter 
Elmo Wong



China in Focus

The Central Government announced that its 13th Five-year plan will focus 
on developing innovative industries. To explore possible opportunities for 
Hong Kong companies, the Hong Kong-Mainland Joint Business Liaison 
Committee (JBLC) and China International Economic and Trade Arbitration 
Commission jointly organized a seminar on 28 October entitled: ‘Internet+ 
Era: How to Protect the Interests of Businesses.’ The JBLC comprises 
HKGCC, CMA, CGCC, FHKI, and CCPIT. 

The Port City Development & Cooper-
ation Forum of 2015 Guangdong 21st 
Century Maritime Silk Road Inter-
national Expo, organized by the 
People’s Government of Guangzhou 
Municipality, took place in Guangzhou 
on 30 October.  Pang Chun Yu, China 
Committee Chairman, represented the 
Chamber to attend the forum, where he 
signed an agreement of cooperation. 

Qian Yibing, Director General of the Liaison Department, Hong Kong and Macao 
Affairs Office of the State Council, visited Guangdong in early November and 
hosted a meeting on 2 November in Guangzhou with major Hong Kong chamber 
representatives to learn about the situation of Hong Kong enterprises operating in 
Guangdong.  Eric Fok, China Committee Vice Chairman and a few members 
attended the meeting to share their experiences, situation, and difficulties. 

Cathy Jiang, Partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
spoke at the Chamber’s roundtable luncheon on 6 
November about business opportunities that are 
expected to arise from the Mainland’s Belt and Road 
initiative. She dissected operation models under the 
Belt and Road plan and shared cases studies.  

PC Yu, Chairman of the China Committee, attended 
the opening ceremony and cocktail reception for 
Hengqin New Area’s Hong Kong office on 12 
November.  Yu met with Niu Jing, Director, 
Administrative Committee of Hengqin New Area, 
and other officials at the event. 





China in Focus

Dr Tse Kwok Leung, Head of Policy 
and Economy Research at Bank of 
China (Hong Kong), shared his 
insights on the 13th Five-Year Plan  
at a roundtable luncheon on 11 
November at the Chamber. 

Dou Lifu, Vice Mayor of Huai’an City, Jiangsu Province, called on the Chamber on 
20 October and met with China Committee Chairman P C Yu and members.  Dou 
briefed members on Huai’an’s planned industrial parks and emerging industries, 
and encouraged Hong Kong entrepreneurs to consider investing in the city. 

Liu Jilong, Division Chief, Conference & Exhibition 
Promotion Department, Chongqing Foreign Trade and 
Economic Relations Commission, visited the Chamber 
on 27 October, where he was welcomed by Rocky 
Tung, Senior Economist. Members attending the 
meeting expressed interest in investing in Chongqing 
and also helping the city’s entrepreneurs invest abroad. 

Chen Wuyi, Researcher at 
Investment and Promotion 
Office, Department of 
Commerce of Hubei Province, 
visited the Chamber on 28 
October to promote the 
upcoming 2015 Forum on 
Hubei-Hong Kong Economic 
and Trade Cooperation.

Xie Xiaobiao, Executive Vice President 
of Shenzhen Association of Trade in 
Services, visited the Chamber on 4 
November to invite members to attend 
a symposium on Shenzhen’s Trade in 
Services on 19 November. The event 
aims to strengthen cooperation and 
communications between Shenzhen 
and Hong Kong in services.

Hao Linhai, Deputy Party Secretary of the Ningxia Hui 
Autonomous Region, led a delegation to the Chamber on 
6 November, where the visitors were welcomed by 
Chamber Chairman YK Pang, General Committee 
member David Lie and members. Hao spoke about 
potential areas of interest for Hong Kong entrepreneurs in 
the autonomous region, including wine, as Ningxia is one 
of the Mainland’s largest wine producing regions. 
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Once-in-a-Lifetime Opportunity

Hong Kong should grab onto the coattails of Xi Jinping’s vision of a 21st century Silk Road 



“China’s Belt & Road 
initiative is a once in 
a lifetime chance for 

businesses,” says Chamber Chair-
man YK Pang. “It is a game-chang-
ing initiative that is going to accel-
erate development, but at the same 
time, it is bigger than just business, 
because it is going to change for the 
better the lives of people along the 
belt and road route.”

Speaking at the China Daily 
Asia Leadership Roundtable, titled: 
‘Hong Kong Unleashing the Poten-
tial of the Belt & Road initiative,’ 
organized in cooperation with the 
Chamber, he added that big con-
struction and logistics firms will be 
the first to benefit from the plan, 
but other opportunities will trickle 
down through to SMEs.  

Our expertise as a world-class 
business and financial centre gives 

Hong Kong excellent references for 
providing its services to countries 
along the silk road. HKSAR Chief 
Executive CY Leung, told the audi-
ence that Hong Kong’s international 
character differentiates us from 
businesses in the Mainland. 

From raising funds to managing 
supply chains Hong Kong can pro-
vide tailor-made services to these 
economies. However, he pointed 
out that there is a lack of knowledge 
about many of the countries along 
the belt & road, which in itself offers 
an opportunity for Hong Kong con-
sultants and middlemen. 

Chairman of the Fung Group Vic-
tor Fung was similarly upbeat. “If 
you look back 30 years, Hong Kong 
orchestrated the flow of goods from 
China to the world. Looking forward, 
the bulk of global consumption will 
shift to Asia. So we should be asking 

ourselves how we can tap into the 
maritime road, tap new markets and 
build new bridges.”

He is also optimistic that the ser-
vices embedded in products when 
exported to countries along the 
overland silk road also play to Hong 
Kong’s strengths. 

Lincoln Leong, CEO of the MRT 
Corporation, said the belt & road 
won’t just be driven by China, but 
by expertise around the world. 
Hong Kong’s expertise in build-
ing and managing railways, as well 
as residential and shopping centres 
above stations, gives it a unique 
advantage over other cities. 

However, former Chamber Chair-
man and Chairman of the HKEC 
said, “Opportunities are abundant, 
but they are not going to be served 
to us on a silver plate. We will have to 
work hard for them.” 



One of the main objectives 
of the Mainland’s 13th 
Five-Year Plan (FYP) is 

to become a “moderately prosper-
ous society” by 2020. To reach this 
target, China must double its GDP 
in 2010 (RMB 39,798.3 billion) 
and per capita income of urban 
and rural residents (RMB 19,109). 
So the question is: what average 
annual growth would China need to 
achieve that target? 

The Central Government esti-
mates it would need an average 
annual growth rate of at least 6.5% 
between 2016-2020. Premier Li 
Keqiang also wrote in the People’s 

The 13th Five-Year Plan: 
Objectives and Opportunities

Daily that China’s GDP is predicted 
to reach US$17 trillion by 2020. 
Based on China’s 1.3 billion popula-
tion, the GDP per capita will need 
to be US$13,000, and if it fails to 
reach US$12,000, it could fall into 
the middle-income trap.

Economic growth 
Not everyone is as optimistic that 

China can achieve its 6.5% growth 
target. Its slowing economy in recent 
years is due to weak export growth. 
Its RMB 4 trillion economic stimulus 
package rolled out in 2008 has gen-
erated local debt, overcapacity and a 
real estate bubble. Moreover, exces-

sive loans will limit domestic demand 
and retard economic growth.

Nevertheless, demand for invest-
ment in infrastructure, advanced 
manufacturing and urbanization 
will remain strong and help drive 
consumption. Moreover, the plan to 
optimize its export product struc-
ture has started to deliver results, 
and domestic demand is expected 
to grow, all of which will help the 
economy to grow.

Innovation
Innovation has been given pri-

ority in the latest economic blue-
print, as it is expected to inject new 



vitality into the economy. China 
has a number of advantages that 
are conducive to the development 
of innovation. On the institutional 
front, while the country can take 
advantage of its collective strength 
to foster innovation nationwide, 
opportunities for individuals to 
unleash their creativity are also 
improving. It has a large pool of 
talent engaged in research and 
development, and the young gen-
eration is eager to learn, adventur-
ous and enterprising. As for capi-
tal, with China’s high savings rate, 
there is abundant liquidity in the 
market. With regards to market 
factors, given the huge domestic 
market in the Mainland, economies 
of scale can be achieved at home 
in the commercialization of new 
technologies and ideas, without 
competing globally. Consequently, 
the outlook for innovation and 
technology development is posi-
tive. Last but not least, the Made in 
China 2025 and Internet+ initia-

tives, which although still in their 
infancy, should start to grow and 
serve as a new engine of growth.

Internationalization of  
the renminbi

The 13th FYP provides a list of 
targets to achieve liberalization of 
financial services, including a grad-
ual realization of the RMB capital 
account convertibility, and promot-
ing the renminbi as a freely converti-
ble currency. It also includes relaxing 
restrictions on overseas investment 
exchanges, foreign exchange; over-
seas use of capital by multinational 
enterprises, and gradually removing 
quotas for inbound and outbound 
investment, among other measures. 
As these targets are included in the 
13th FYP, hopes are high that the 
RMB will become fully convertible 
within the next five years. 

Two-child Policy
The full implementation of the 

two-child policy proposed in the 

13th FYP has been widely recog-
nized. However, whether the policy 
will achieve its intended results is 
another story. Since the Mainland 
introduced a pilot programme in 
November 2013 to allow families 
with one parent being a single-child 
to have a second child, 11 million 
eligible couples were eligible to 
have another child. However, as of 
the end of August, only 1.69 mil-
lion couples had applied to have a 
second child. The figure shows that 
post-1980s’ attitudes towards hav-
ing children have changed signifi-
cantly in modern-day China. 

After nearly 40 years of strict 
family planning, China’s population 
is aging quickly. In 2014, more than 
15% of its population was over 60 
years old. Therefore, the need for 
China to address its greying popula-
tion is urgent. 

Opportunities for Hong Kong
The 13th FYP will create oppor-

tunities for Hong Kong companies 
operating in a number of areas. 
First, as China expands its invest-
ments overseas, demand for Hong 
Kong’s financial services expertise will 
expand. Second, the 13th FYP calls for 
strengthening Hong Kong’s status as 
an international renminbi business 
centre. The move reflects our progress 
over the past five years in consolidat-
ing our position as an offshore ren-
minbi centre. Third, with a free flow 
of information and a robust intel-
lectual property protection regime, 
Hong Kong, as an R&D platform for 
creative industries and innovation 
and technology, will have access to 
new development opportunities.

The 13th FYP will provide guid-
ance and direction at a time when 
China is trying to stabilize growth, 
promote reform, restructure the 
economy, improve people’s liveli-
hood and avoid risks. If it succeeds, 
China will enhance its position and 
long-term competitiveness in the 
world economy. 







Entrepreneurs looking to break 
into the Chinese market can 
often be faced with the threat 

of cyber squatting or companies 
taking advantage of using well-
known brands and creating a simi-
lar sounding name to sell cheaper, 
inferior products. The number of 
such cases has been increasing with 
the rapid development of e-com-
merce in the Mainland. 

Resolving such disputes used to 
be a long and costly exercise. With 
the Internet+ era, however, busi-
nesses can choose more convenient 
and less costly ways to settle trade 
disputes: online arbitration. Busi-
nesses using the internet to promote 
their products and corporate image 
can also use online resolution to pro-
tect themselves. For example, corpo-
rate internet domain registration.

To discuss the advantages of 
online arbitration in more detail, 
the Hong Kong-Mainland Joint 
Business Liaison Committee (JBLC) 
and China International Economic 

Protecting Your Business 
in the Internet+ Age

and Trade Arbitration Commission 
jointly organized a seminar on 28 
October titled: ‘Internet+ Era: How 
to Protect the Interests of Busi-
nesses.’ 

Experts from Beijing explained 
how online dispute resolution ser-
vices can plug the gap for conveni-
ence and efficiency, compared with 
general litigation in the Mainland. 
Liang Hua, Secretary General, 
CIETAC Online Dispute Resolution 
Center, explained that the Center’s 
online case management system 
significantly improves the efficiency 
of domain name dispute resolution. 
Usually, it takes 45-60 days from the 
start to conclusion of a regular dis-
pute resolution case. Online resolu-
tion, however, will give a decision 
within 14 days of a panel of experts 
being formed to study the case. 

In 2014, most applications 
for online arbitration came from 
France, then the United States and 
Japan. Speakers said the number of 
foreign companies using the service 

shows that they are eager to protect 
their companies’ reputation. 

At the seminar, participants 
sought practical information from 
speakers. Lian Yunze and Liu Yup-
ing, Partners and Lawyers of Beijing 
Hylands Law Firm, listed case-stud-
ies, which enabled the audience to 
understand the criteria and possible 
result when using the online arbi-
tration services. 

About JBLC
Members of JBLC comprise: the 

Hong Kong General Chamber of 
Commerce; the Chinese Manufac-
turers’ Association of Hong Kong; 
the Chinese General Chamber of 
Commerce; the Federation of Hong 
Kong Industries; and the China 
Council for Promotion of Interna-
tional Trade (CCPIT). 

To learn more about China Interna-
tional Economic and Trade Arbitration 
Commission (CIETAC) visit http://
www.cietacodr.org/ 





Dr Nicholas R. Lardy, senior 
research staff of Peterson Institute 
of International Economics (PIIE), 
USA, called on the Chamber on 
2 November. The Chamber’s Senior 
Economist Rocky Tung welcomed 
Dr Lardy and briefed him on 
economic developments in 
Hong Kong.

President of Purdue University Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr. spoke at the 
Chamber’s 27 October afternoon forum on issues affecting the United 
States’ economy. He said three big worries are the sustained zero 
interest rate, which is prolonging the weak economic recovery and 
ballooning the deficit. Another concern is the growing cost of higher 
education in the U.S., which has created a US$1.3 trillion debt in student 
loans. Consequently, the number of people who feel higher education in 
the U.S. is important has plunged from 75% to 49%.

Digital, Information & Telecommunications Committee

In response to the upcoming second reading of the Copyright (Amendment) 
Bill 2014, legislators, industry experts and academia attended the Chamber’s 
seminar on 9 November to share their views on the bill.



Asia & Africa Committee

Yong-seok Yang, Deputy Director, NGO & Business Cooperation Division 
of Anti-Corruption and Civil Rights Commission (ACRC), Korea, and his 
team visited the Chamber on 9 November. The Chamber’s Asia & Africa 
Committee Chairman Andrew Wells welcomed the visitors and briefed 
them the political, social and economic developments in Hong Kong. 
The visitors were impressed that Hong Kong is one of the cleanest 
cities in the world, and were eager to learn about business ethics. The 
visit was part of a fact-finding mission to help the Korean government 
develop anti-corruption policies.

Members of HKGCC’s Working Group 
on FinTech met on 23 October to 
discuss how it could contribute to 
the Government’s initiative to develop 
Hong Kong into a FinTech hub.

Scott McNealy, CEO of Wayin, shared 
his views on the future of technology, 
social media and digital marketing at a 
Chamber forum on 26 October.



Gilly Wong, Chief Executive, Consumer 
Council, met with members on 5 
November to introduce the work 
of the council. She also discussed 
opportunities for collaboration with 
the Chamber on issues of common 
interest in maintaining a fair and 
competitive operating environment in 
Hong Kong.

Cary Chan, Chairman of the 
Environment & Sustainability 
Committee, attended the opening 
ceremony of the Eco Expo Asia 
on 28 October at the AsiaWorld-
Expo. The annual fair is an 
important international trading 
platform for green businesses and 
technologies. Committee Vice 
Chairmen Steve Wong and Wilson 
Kwong attended a reception 
dinner for Mainland delegates 
hosted by the Environment 
Bureau. On 29 October, 160 Hong 
Kong and Mainland enterprises 
were awarded the “Hong Kong-
Guangdong Cleaner Production 
Partner” accreditation.

Europe Committee

German Pool founder Dr Edward Chan Kwok Man spoke at HKGCC’s 
Entrepreneur Series on 12 November about how he started his business, 
which has become a household name today in Hong Kong. He stressed 
that quality products, good branding and effective distribution channels 
have been key factors in the company’s success.

Entrepreneur Series: Making Life Simpler

CEO of the Portuguese Trade & Investment Agency (AICEP) Miguel Frasquilho, 
Consul General of Portugal Vitor Sereno, Advisor to the Board of AICEP Artur 
Alves Pereira, and Vice Consul Maria João Bonifacio called on the Chamber 
on 23 October. Europe Committee Vice Chairman Davide de Rosa, Americas 
Committee Vice Chairman Gary Ahuja and members welcomed the visitors. 
Frasquilho said the Portuguese economy has gone through three years of 
recession and has now turned to growth of around 2% in 2015. Consul 
General Sereno said that the tourism industry in the country grew by 15 % 
in 2015, and other sectors such as automotive, ITC, textiles and renewable 
energy are also key drivers of Portugal’s economy. Members interested in 
getting more information on AICEP can contact deanna@chamber.org.hk.

Promoting HK-Portugal opportunities



Shirley Lam, Special Representative for Hong Kong Economic and Trade 
Affairs to the European Union, and Jeffrey Chim, the new Assistant 
Representative of Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office in Brussels, 
called on the Chamber on 30 October where they were welcomed by 
Europe Committee Vice Chairmen Jennifer Chan, Eberhard Brodhage 
and Davide de Rosa. Lam was eager to learn more about the work of 
HKGCC’s Europe Committee, members’ views on China’s the Belt and 
Road and how the two organizations could cooperate. 

Maria Perez-Ribes, Deputy Consul General and Commissioner for Economic 
& Commercial Affairs, Spain, called on the Chamber on 3 November, 
where she was welcomed by Europe Committee Chairman 
Stephen Weatherseed. Both sides discussed how the 
Chamber and Spanish Consulate could cooperate 
more closely and how Spain can expand its 
presence in Hong Kong. 

Exploring HK-Spain Opportunities

Miroslaw Adamczyk, Consul General of Poland in Hong Kong, called on 
the Chamber on 13 November where he was welcomed by Chamber CEO 
Shirley Yuen. Adamczyk explained that Poland has been concentrating on 
growing its trade relations with the rest of Europe, Africa, and Mainland 
China, and is now looking to strengthen business ties with Hong Kong as 
he sees the city as a gateway to Asia. He said that Poland’s primary exports 
include food & beverage, cosmetics, jewelry and motorized yachts. Yuen 
said that the Chamber and Consulate can join forces to further promote the 
country and strengthen business ties between Poland and Hong Kong.



Financial & Treasury Services Committee

Eminent Ambassador of Mexico Andres Rozental and Consul General of Mexico 
in Hong Kong Alicia Buenrostro Massieu exchanged views with Chamber 
members on 23 October about growing trade and investment between the two 
areas. Hong Kong companies could make use of the double taxation agreement 
between the two territories, and Mexico could also serve as a gateway to 
NAFTA and TPP economies.

Secretary for Labour and Welfare 
Discusses Regulations

The Past, Present, and Future 
of Chinese Family Businesses

Professor William Kirby, T. M. Chang Professor of China 
Studies at Harvard University, gave a fascinating account 
of Chinese family businesses at a Chamber roundtable 
luncheon on 19 October. In his presentation, he took 
members on a historical journey of the successes, failures 
and transformative processes through which Chinese 
family-owned businesses have experienced throughout 
recorded history by drawing on case studies of such 
renowned enterprises as the Esquel Group, CP Group and 
Grace Vineyards, among others. Matthew Cheung Kin-chung, Secretary for Labour and 

Welfare, spoke at the Chamber’s ‘Town Hall Forum Series’ on 
16 November about the Government’s initiatives to address 
Hong Kong’s labour and social issues. He discussed what the 
Government is doing to balance the needs of all stakeholders, 
and manage the future manpower needs of Hong Kong. 

The Chamber regularly holds Town Hall Forums with senior 
officials. To encourage a free exchange of views, these forums 
are for members only and under Chatham House Rules.



Stephen Crosswell, Chairman of the Chamber’s Legal Committee and 
Partner at Baker & McKenzie, gave a presentation on 9 November 
concerning effective compliance strategies corporations could consider 
ahead of the Competition Ordinance’s implementation in December. He 
also touched on the Competition Commission’s investigative process and 
offered useful advice on issues to cope with different outcomes.

On 23 October, the Chamber submitted 
members’ comments on a Competition 
Commission consultation on the draft leniency 
policy for undertakings engaged in cartel 
conduct. The Commission will not bring 
proceedings in the Tribunal for a fine against 
the first cartel member who reports the cartel 
conduct to the Commission and meets all 
the requirements for receiving leniency under 
the policy. These requirements include fully 
cooperating with the Commission’s investigation. 
The cartel leniency policy is designed to provide 
clear incentives for cartel participants to cease 
participating in cartel conduct and to report 
that conduct to the Competition Commission. 
Other than suggestions on refinements to the 
draft approach, the Chamber has suggested 
a ‘go slow’ approach in the adoption and 
implementation of the proposed policy.

The Chamber is doing its utmost to educate and 
ready members for the Competition Ordinance, 
which comes into being on 14 December 
2015. Besides organizing briefing sessions, the 
Chamber also issued a Code of Conduct on 29 
October to provide members with practical tips. 

Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen and members of the HKCSI Executive Committee 
met with ABAC Hong Kong Representative Anthony Nightingale on 26 October 
to discuss Hong Kong’s participation at the meeting of the Asia Pacific Services 
Coalition in May 2016.

Kenneth Wong and Cedric Poon, respectively Senior Partner and Solicitor 
with the firm Messrs. Woo Kwan Lee & Lo, spoke at the Chamber’s 
roundtable luncheon on 23 October on the ‘Do’s and Don’ts for SMEs 
under the Competition Ordinance.’



The tremendous growth of social media and the mobile economy 
over the past few years has led to an increase in demand for 
digital marketing services. Ruby Ng, Head of Professional 
Services and Bosco Tsin, Online Marketing Guru, from Wharf 
T&T eBusiness Ltd, shared with members at the Chamber’s 3 
November roundtable luncheon how companies can adopt a 
multi-faceted approach to getting their message across via a 
wide range of online and offline advertising channels.

The Chamber’s LegCo Representative, the Honorable Jeffrey Lam, hosted a 
luncheon for SME Committee members at the LegCo Complex on 17 November to 
hear members’ views about issues affecting SMEs. Following the lunch, members 
joined a tour of the building to learn more about what work goes on in LegCo.

Women Executives Club

Fanny Law Fan Chiu-fun, Non-official member of 
Executive Council of the HKSAR and Chairperson 
of the Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks 
Corporation, spoke at the Chamber’s Women 
Executives Club Breakfast Meeting on 19 November. 
She spoke about her 32 years in Government, where 
she started as an executive officer to the Permanent 
Secretary. She said four traits that have helped her 
succeed in work and life are to be honest, be forward 
looking, be inspiring and be competent.



At a YEC meeting on 24 November, 
Oscar Chow was re-elected as the YEC 
Chairman, while Eric Fok, Joseph Chan 
and Elsa Wong were re-elected as Vice 
Chairmen.

Around 50 members joined a half-day fund-raising boat trip on 7 November 
under the sponsorship of Ascent Partners Group Limited in support of the 
Chamber’s YEC Oxfam Oxfam Trailwalker Teams.

Talent Development

Kin U, Partner & Managing Director of Signium 
Management Consulting Limited, spoke at a 
seminar on “Overcoming the Leadership Challenge 
in China” on 11 November. He suggested how 
members can build stronger cross-team 
collaboration through creative leadership and 
organisation development interventions.

Angus Yip, Director of Sustainability, CSG Consultancy, 
spoke at a seminar on 13 November on “New ESG 
Reporting Requirement and Relationship with Social 
Enterprises.” Speakers from HKCSS-HSBC Social 
Enterprise Business Centre also explained how companies 
can fulfill certain requirements under ESG reporting 
requirements through CSR projects and initiatives.



The Chamber’s two Oxfam 
Trailwalker teams, Mighty 
Titans (0073) and Minions 

(0250), successfully completed the 
recent Hong Kong Trailwalker. 
The team members were Joyce 
Bijl, Thomas Chan, Gary Cheung, 
Yvonne Lum, Anthony Tsao, Greg-
ory Wong, Rachel Yam, and Emily 
Yau. They were supported by mem-

bers of the Young Executives Club 
(YEC) who besides helped raise funds, 

also delivered necessities to team mem-
bers during their 100-kilometre hike. 
Although the hike is over, the team still 

From Agony to Jubilation

has one more mountain to climb in 
their quest to raise over HK$200,000. 
So if you can help them achieve their 
target, please donate via the QR Code. 

A long journey
After six months of intensive train-

ing through blistering heat and even 
thunder storms, the two teams set off 
at 9:30 a.m. with hundreds of other 
Trailwalkers on 20 November. The 
weather was unusually hot and humid 
for November, but that didn’t worry 
the teams, who had trained in 30+° 
Celsius heat in the summer. 

Months of training

Mighty Titans



Everyone’s spirits and adrenaline 
was pumping at the starting line. To 
give support and encouragement to the 
Chamber’s teams, YEC Chairman Oscar 
Chow, and Vice Chairman Joseph Chan, 
together with Chamber CEO Shirley 
Yuen cheered them on as the starting 
horns sounded. 

The Mighty Titans soon got into 
their stride and powered along the 
first stage of the 100-km route. The 
intensive training paid off for both 
teams as they were not plagued by 
injuries or problems, which can affect 
some teams. 

The Mighty Titans crossed the fin-
ishing line in 30 hours and 31 min-
utes, and were soon followed by the 
Minions, who completed the walk 
in 33 hours 37 minutes, despite 
one team member having to 
drop out due to a leg injury. 

The two teams’ dedication 
and success is truly inspira-
tional. Their success has moti-
vated them to push themselves 
even further, as some members 
are planning to enter the six-day, 
251 km Sahara Marathon, and of 
course next year’s Trailwalker. 

Minions



Around 50 members spent Sat-
urday afternoon on 7 Novem-

ber sailing around Hong Kong on 
the Aqua Luna to raise funds for 
the Chamber’s two Oxfam Trail-
walker teams. The junket was 
sponsored by Ascent Partners 
Group Limited. The teams, Mighty 
Titans and Minions, hope to raise 
as much money as possible for a 
good cause. Trailwalker has ended, 
but efforts to raise as much money 
as possible for Oxfam continue, so 
if you want to make a donation, 
however small, please visit www.
chamber.org.hk/trailwalker/

The Chamber and the teams 
would like to take the opportunity 
to thank all who have supported 
the good cause! Especially Ascent 
Partners, EY, Chung Fung Chari-
table Foundation Limited, and 
Chicks. 

Sailing for a Good Cause





The Copyright (Amendment) 
Bill 2014 has been a long time 
coming. It has taken Hong 

Kong around nine years to arrive 
at the Bill, which aims to beef up 
online copyright protection in light 
of technological developments. 

A key element in the Bill is a 
technology-neutral communica-
tion right, which will help protect 
copyrighted works against online 
piracy (e.g. commercial streaming 
on pirate sites) and plug a major 
loophole in the current provisions. 
It also provides sufficient exceptions 
that allow people to continue to cre-
ate derivative works for parody and 
to also quote copyrighted works.

Enhancing Online Copyright Protection

Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2014 aims to bring Hong Kong in line with international practices

For online service providers, the 
Bill establishes a safe harbour that 
limits their liabilities and offers 
practical guidelines on handling 
alleged copyright infringements on 
their service platforms.

Online piracy harming  
the industry

Before the Bill is tabled for 
resumption of its second reading, 
the Chamber and Hong Kong Cop-
yright Alliance jointly organized a 
seminar on 9 November to call for 
the Bill to be speedily enacted.

Sam Ho, Managing Director of 
the Hong Kong International Screen 
Association, said, “In 2014, the Hong 

Kong film and television industry 
alone contributed HK$15.58 billion 
to the local economy and created 
over 30,200 jobs. Its direct contribu-
tion, however, accounts for only 0.3% 
of Hong Kong’s GDP, lagging behind 
other Asia Pacific economies, such as 
Korea, Thailand and Taiwan. Effective 
copyright legislation is necessary to 
ensure the industries can develop.”

Robert Lee, Chairman of the 
Hong Kong Creative Industries 
Association added that electronic 
devices, including TV set-top boxes, 
which offer online access  to a wide 
array of unauthorized screen con-
tent, pose serious threats to the 
entertainment industry. “Our home 



entertainment revenues plunged 
from HK$850 million in 2002 to a 
meager HK$185 million in 2014. 
Efforts should be stepped up to 
tackle online infringement and ille-
gal electronic devices,” he said.  

Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen said 
that Hong Kong’s copyright law is 
falling behind other more developed 
areas. LegCo Member Chung Kwok-
pan echoed her view. “The current 
Copyright Ordinance is outdated. I 
think the Legislative Council should 
endorse the amendments as soon 
as possible,” he said. “The Bill, in its 
current form, has struck a balance 
between the interests of copyright 
owners and users, as it provides a 
wide range of copyright exceptions, 
with which netizens can continue to 
create derivative works.”

Online service providers feel 
more comfortable that the Bill now 
clarifies the liability of online serv-
ice providers. However, “It is impor-
tant that the procedural guidelines 
for safe harbour provisions are bal-
anced, practical and do not unduly 
burden online service providers. We 
urge the Government to work with 
us closely to arrive at such guide-
lines,” said Agnes Tan, Vice Presi-
dent - Legal, Regulatory & Carrier 
Affairs, Wharf T&T Limited.

Getting the message across
According to the Hong Kong 

Online Content and Copyright Sur-
vey, conducted by YouGov, 66% of 
Hongkongers admitted to using tor-
rent sites, even though 54% of that 
number were aware that content on 
those sites was illegal. Some 78% of 
respondents believed that such web-
sites receive big financial gains from 
advertising on their pages.

A total of 67% of those surveyed 
feel the creative industries are essential 
to the economy, culture and local iden-
tity of Hong Kong, and 66% of them 
agreed  that creative Industries need 
better copyright protection so that they 
can be paid for their work. 



Chamber Deputy Chairman Stephen 
Ng, and CEO Shirley Yuen, welcomed 

new members to at a special briefing ses-
sion on 18 November, and introduced the 
services that they can take advantage of 
as Chamber members. Attendees also got 
to meet long-serving members and sen-
ior staff, as well as networked with fellow 
members. 

Welcome to the 
Chamber Family!





Scott McNealy believes that 
entrepreneurs who miss 
cycles of change in the digi-

tal age will struggle to grow their 
business. “That is why startups, in 
particular, those in the tech field, 
should set a clear vision, direction 
and an effective strategy in their 
early years,” he told members at the 
Chamber’s 26 October seminar. 

The former Chairman of Sun 
Microsystem, today’s CEO of 
social network marketing company 
Wayin, said online marketing strate-
gies help target pitches for products 
or services to customers through 
generating talking points and dis-
cussions over the web. 

Tech transforms jobs
While social media is chang-

ing online marketing strategies, 

he expects technology will also 
reshape how we live, work and play. 
Robots will take over mechanical 
and repetitive jobs from humans, 
and drones in the sky, sea and on 
land will be transporting people 
from A to B. 

The changes will present both 
opportunities and threats to how 
we work. “This trend is already hap-
pening. It is just a matter of time 
when more notable changes will be 
observed. Taxi drivers will be super-
seded by driverless automobiles. 
Even office work will be reformed, if 
not totally automated. On the other 
side of the coin, jobs relating to 
technology are in high demand. We 
will soon face a situation when the 
job market is characterized by both 
insufficient jobs and insufficient tal-
ent,” he explained.

Leadership can’t be taught
Finding talent to groom up to 

take up the challenge of leading 
a company as CEO will be even 
more challenging. “There is an 
abyss between a general manager 
and a CEO. People either possess 
the qualities of leaders or don’t. 
Education and work experience 
are essentially counted for one’s 
career development, but they 
could never be the key determi-
nants of differentiating leaders 
from others,” he said.  

In fact, “uncollege” is an emerg-
ing trend in the U.S. and McNeally 
feels that going to college is no longer  
the only path to success. Many 
musicians and scientists develop 
their full potential without going 
to college, as do some well-know 
business figures.  

Grooming Talent

Jobs relating to technology are in high 
demand. We will soon face a situation when 

the job market is characterized by  

both insufficient jobs and 
insufficient talent.
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Aircraft engineering and maintenance is a highly reg-
ulated industry due to security and safety concerns, 
so 30 Chamber members were very lucky to have 

a special hangar tour at Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering 
Co Ltd’s (HAECO) operations on 18 November.

Led by Raymond Chan, Vice Chairman of the Indus-
try & Technology Committee, members were impressed 
by the scale and state-of-the-art technologies used at 
the hangar. Established in 1950, HAECO is one of the 
world’s leading independent aircraft engineering and 
maintenance groups, as well as one of the largest main-

A Look Under the Wing

tenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) service providers in 
terms of capacity. Its three heavy maintenance hangars 
at the Hong Kong International Airport are amongst the 
most technologically advanced in Asia, with 18 mainte-
nance positions capable of accommodating a wide range 
of commercial aircraft types.

To maintain the highest standard of services, techni-
cal training has been one of the most important tasks of 
the company. Employees are its most valuable asset, as it 
usually takes about three years to train up a new hire to 
become a tradesman.  





Renewable energy is a clean, sustainable alternative 
to fossil fuels for providing electricity, but its pro-
duction usually requires a lot of land and sunlight 

in the case of solar panels, or wind for turbines. Town 
Island, off the Sai Kung Peninsula, is a test bed for work-
able renewable energy installations to serve the sparse 
population on the island. 

To see their application, the Chamber visited the island 
on 30 October to see how CLP Power’s solar panel farm 
supplies electricity to a non-profit drug rehabilitation 
centre operated by Operation Dawn. 

The organization’s General Secretary Mamre Lilian Yeh 
introduced the humble operation to members. “A nine-
month programme supports the rehabilitation of drug 

Seeing the Light
users through gospel-based counseling and group pro-
grammes, such as outward bound activities, craft making, 
carpentry and language learning,” she explained.  

The centre used to rely on shipping kerosene for 
lamps and diesel to power generators, which was expen-
sive. But in 2010, CLP installed 100 solar panels, as a pilot 
programme to provide electricity to the centre’s kitchen, 
garden and hostels. An additional 576 solar panels were 
installed in 2012 together with two wind turbines. The 
renewable energy facilities can generate 200kW of elec-
tricity, which is sufficient to meet the power demands of 
the centre and improve the quality of life of inhabitants. 

The Chamber donated all members’ participation fee 
for this visit to Operation Dawn to support its work. 





New Season for BSPP





Mark Your Diary

2015 Chamber Events
DECEMBER

DEC

DECDEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

DEC

Legal Committee Meeting

Delegation to Hengqin, Zhuhai

Visit to U.S. Consul General’s Residence

Training: Effective Selling Skills

Joint Chamber Happy Hour

Shipping & Transport Committee Meeting

HKGCC Christmas Cocktail Reception

Seminar: Mindful Leadership – “Stay one second 
ahead” to enhance our performance

Workshop: Tips for Handling Export L/C

Real Estate & Infrastructure Committee Meeting

CSI Executive Committee Meeting

LegCo Visit cum Luncheon

Training: Managing Extraordinary Staff Situations

Roundtable: Managing Legal Risk

Seminar: Masters of Our Destiny -  
Empowering Women Leaders

DIT Committee Meeting

Seminar: Breaking the Glass Ceiling

Workshop: Media Handling Skills

Town Hall Forum Series:  The Hon Arthur Li

Seminar: Payment situations in Europe and  
how to handle payment difficulty cases effectively

Taxation Committee Meeting

Roundtable:  PPP in China

LegCo Visit cum Luncheon

Workshop: Employee Engagement

Lunch with Stuart Harbinson

Women Executives Club Dance & Social Event

2015 HKAI Presentation Ceremony  
cum Gala Dinner

SME Committee Meeting

Manpower Committee meeting

Environment & Sustainability Committee Meeting

Forum with Christine Loh: HKSAR Climate 
Change Strategy and COP21

YEC & WEC Networking Cocktail

10

0901

02

04

07

08

14

15

17

07 Dec 09 Dec

Town Hall Forum Series:  
The Hon Arthur Li

HKGCC Christmas 
Cocktail Reception

Download our app 
HKGCC Mobile



For further details and a complete listing  
of all our events, visit us online

DECEMBER / JANUARY JANUARY

DEC

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

JAN

Financial & Treasury Services Committee meeting

Workshop: Strategic Story Telling

GC Meeting

Joint Business Community Luncheon  
with the Honourable Leung Chun-ying

Roundtable: Data Protection

Roundtable: Social Sustainability of Hong Kong  
as a Tourist Destination

Workshop: Manage Conflicts Effectively  
with Positive Approach

Seminar: Preparing for the latest development  
of ISO9001: 2015   ISO14001:2015

YEC: Dr Happy & the Search for  
Empowering Mindset

YEC: Cocktail Event at Sogo

Workshop: Lawful Wages Calculation

LegCo Visit cum Luncheon

China Committee Meeting

Workshop: Procurement Management

Industry & Technology Committee meeting

Workshop: The Myth of Performance

Entrepreneur Series Roundtable – Chicks

HKCSI Executive Committee meeting

Seminar: Credit Management during Global 
Economic Turbulence: Effective use of Export 
Insurance, Risks Management & Overseas Collections

Training: Project Management

Visit – Sludge Treatment Factory

Asia & Africa Committee Meeting

Country Briefing Series: Iran Opening

Manpower Committee meeting

26

27

28

06

07

12

14

05

08

18

19

15

21

20

18

Joint Chamber  
Happy Hour

10 Dec 27 Jan18 Dec 6 Jan

Joint Business 
Community Luncheon 
with the Honourable 
Leung Chun-ying

Country Briefing Series: 
Iran Opening

Roundtable Luncheon: 
Social Sustainability of 
Hong Kong as a Tourist 
Destination
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